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ABSTRACT

This study overviews the most recent digital methods used in Slovakia Hungarian dialectology. Slovakia
Hungarian dialectology started out by using the most modern digital methods in 2010 at Nitra/Nyitra uni-
versity, creating regional dialect databases, first for the �Zitn�y ostrov/Csall�ok€oz region and then for the whole
Slovakia Hungarian dialect region. Recording and processing data has been carried out with the help of the
Bihalbocs software developed by Domokos V�ek�as and Fruzsina S�ara Vargha in Hungary. The present paper
first provides an overview of digital methods in dialectology and its results for Hungarian dialects, and then
summarizes the results of the Nitra/Nyitra team so far, illustrating the diversity of digitized dialectological
data. It discusses the findings of publications reporting on the results of this research, including maps showing
the geographical and social distribution of linguistic phenomena and acoustic phonetic analyses of data
aligned with sound files. Important output of this research also includes recently published audiobooks of
Slovakia Hungarian dialects. The paper outlines further avenues of research based on the most recent findings.
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Dialectology is an empirical discipline. It handles large amounts of data in diverse ways, and this
fact makes it not only possible to use modern digital tools but also necessary. Digital methods
provide immense opportunities in storing, visually presenting, and processing dialect data. The
first attempts to use them in Hungarian dialectology emerged in the 1990s, when, at Lajos Balogh’s
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initiation, the entry of the data from the atlas of Hungarian dialects (Deme and Imre, 1968) (A
magyar nyelvj�ar�asok atlasza, widely referred to as MNyA) into a database began (Balogh and Kiss,
1992). Domokos V�ek�as developed various technological tools for efficient digital recording and
handling of dialect data in Hungary. He used methods developed in other countries and adapted
them to Hungarian data, creating the Bihalbocs software (V�ek�as, 2007), which meets the needs of
researchers studying dialects and processing regional dialect materials in the 21st century. It is a
special word processing, audio engineering, and map generating software that allows for specially
coded regional dialect data to be recorded and organized in a database and then used in diverse
ways by researchers (Bod�o and Vargha, 2008). The advantage offered by digitized data and da-
tabases is that they can be integrated with other databases, are precise in recording of data, and
connect transcriptions with audio files, allowing for various ways of subsequently analyzing the
data. The Bihalbocs multimedia database software has been used in the past 15 years for the
digitization and integration of dialect dictionaries and dialect atlases as well as the creation of audio
dialect databases. Juh�asz (2014) provides an overview of the results of Hungarian digital dialec-
tology. Bihalbocs is being further developed by Fruzsina S�ara Vargha, who provides accounts of an
increasing number of applications of digital technology in dialectology in her articles as well as her
recent monograph on the dialectometric analysis of Hungarian regional dialects (Vargha, 2017).

The digital processing of Slovakia Hungarian regional dialect data has lagged somewhat behind
similar work on Hungarian dialects in other countries neighboring Hungary, offset in the past
15 years by Anna S�andor’s dialect atlas of the Nitra/Nyitra region (S�andor, 2004) and Lajos Cs.
Nagy’s dialect atlas of Podmedvedie/Medvesalja (Cs. Nagy, 2011). The most recent research in
digital dialectology has been done at the Institute of Hungarian Language and Literature, Con-
stantine the Philosopher University, in Nitra/Nyitra, where a group of dialectologists produced a
comprehensive volume on Slovakia Hungarian regional dialects (Menyh�art et al., 2009).

In 2010, J�ozsef Menyh�art and I (both of us natives of the �Zitn�y ostrov/Csall�ok€oz region)
started research aimed at mapping out the features of the �Zitn�y ostrov/Csall�ok€oz regional dialect
of Hungarian. Our original goal was the compilation of a comprehensive regional dialect atlas
including all possible research sites, in order to gain an in-depth understanding of the �Zitn�y
ostrov/Csall�ok€oz dialects and their changes. Detailed digital recording of data is required for this
kind of analysis: the audio recordings collected at the research sites are stored in an organized
fashion, allowing for the creation of audio text collections, maps, audio atlases, and other
research output. We planned and carried out the processes of �Zitn�y ostrov/Csall�ok€oz regional
dialect data collection with the help of the Bihalbocs software (first used in Slovakia by us) in
helpful consultation with Domokos V�ek�as and Fruzsina S�ara Vargha.

The material collected with a 280 question dialectology questionnaire and a 50 question
sociolinguistic questionnaire in the �Zitn�y ostrov/Csall�ok€oz settlements constitutes the basis of
our linguistic corpus. We worked with 10 speakers at each data collection site. We also collected
recordings of texts and of minimal pairs for an acoustic phonetic investigation. The fieldwork
was carried out with the assistance of Hungarian major students of the Faculty of Central
European Studies, Constantine the Philosopher University, Nitra/Nyitra.

The originally planned dialect atlas of the �Zitn�y ostrov/Csall�ok€oz region is under compila-
tion: data from 10 research sites (cf. Map 1 below) have been processed thus far, so currently we
have almost 30 thousand pieces of data digitized.

The 10 research sites represent the entire �Zitn�y ostrov/Csall�ok€oz region, bordered by the
Danube and the Little Danube. Four settlements – Kostoln�a Gala/Egyh�azgelle, Bod�ıky/Bodak,
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Ohrady/Csall�ok€ozk€urt, and Horn�e M�yto/Fels}ov�amos – belong to the northern part of �Zitn�y
ostrov/Csall�ok€oz (Upper �Zitn�y ostrov/Fels}o-Csall�ok€oz), and four others – Gab�c�ıkovo/B}os, Pata�s/
Patas, K�l�ucovec/Kulcsod, and �C�ı�cov/Csics�o – to the southern part (Lower �Zitn�y ostrov/Als�o-
Csall�ok€oz). Vrbov�a nad V�ahom/V�agf€uzes in the Northern Danube subregion and Jelka/J�oka in
the Mat�u�sova zem/M�atyusf€old subregion were included in the study as control sites.

DIGITIZED DIALECT ATLAS: MAPS

One of the goals of processing the language data is to create a digital dialect atlas which records
regional dialect data in the code used by Hungarian dialectologists. An integrated database
containing our data as well as that of other Hungarian dialectologists allows for a unified use and
handling of all the data. Analysis is greatly aided by the formerly time consuming tasks (e.g. the
plotting of the geographical distribution and frequency of use of sounds) being automatically
done with the help of digital tools. Color coded pie charts can be generated to show the pro-
portion of local variants in the whole. The only precondition is that data have to be entered into
the system. The first level of coding is phonetic transcription which is detailed enough so no
features of the originally pronounced forms are lost.

This technology appears in the papers that discuss some characteristic features of the �Zitn�y
ostrov/Csall�ok€oz dialect, for instance, the sporadically occurring €o-pronunciation, the use of
assimilative unrounded _a before �a, or the use of assimilative o after �a (Menyh�art, 2012;
Menyh�art and Presinszky, 2013; Presinszky, 2012). As an illustration, I want to discuss some
maps of vowel shortening in the �Zitn�y ostrov/Csall�ok€oz dialect based on an earlier paper
(Presinszky, 2016a).

In that earlier paper I discussed the short vs. long pronunciation of high vowels in the re-
sponses of 100 speakers at the above mentioned 10 research sites, attempting to point out the
geographical characteristics of this feature as affected by the social characteristics of the speakers,
in 7 words (which was the total of the words included in the 280 question questionnaire for the
investigation of this phenomenon). The high vowel under investigation occurs in the first,
stressed syllable in each.

Map 2 provides the data on the total of the responses on the forms sz�ıve “his/her/its heart”
and sz�ıv€uk “their heart”. In the map, the darker color indicates the standard variant with the
long vowel, whereas the lighter color indicates the regional variant with the short vowel.

Map 1. Research sites of the �Zitn�y ostrov/Csall�ok€oz region processed so far (with the names of research
sites given in Hungarian)
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The coloring in the pie charts indicates the distribution of standard vs. regional forms in each
research site.

As we can see, almost three-quarters of the respondents gave the regional variant. The standard
variant was also provided at every settlement, but by less than one-third of the respondents at
every place. We can conclude that the regional variant is frequently used everywhere.

In addition to providing the totals for settlements, Bihalbocs can also show variation by age,
education, and gender. In Map 3, responses by young (fiatal), middle-aged (k€oz�epkor�u), and
older (id}os) respondents are summarized.

The results in Map 3 show that the standard variant is more widespread among young
people than among the middle aged, and that the regional variant predominated among the
elderly. These data show clearly that the use of regional variants increased with age.

The Bihalbocs software also allows the researcher to indegrate data with other databases.
Map 4 shows the above discussed data from the �Zitn�y ostrov/Csall�ok€oz dialect atlas, under
preparation (Csall�ok€oz nyelvatlasz “CsKA”), against corresponding data from the Hungarian
dialect atlas (A magyar nyelvj�ar�asok atlasza, “MNyA”).

Map 4 demonstrates that the regional, short vowel forms predominate in western, north-
eastern, and Transylvanian dialect regions, whereas the standard, long vowel forms do in the

Map 3. The distribution of the variants of sz�ıv€uk and sz�ıve by age (young 5 fiatal, middle-aged 5
k€oz�epkor�u, and older 5 id}os)

Map 2. The distribution of the variants of sz�ıv€uk and sz�ıve
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central part of the language area. The places where both forms are used do not form a
continuous area, and in the Slovakia Hungarian speaking region the standard variants pre-
dominate outside the �Zitn�y ostrov/Csall�ok€oz region, separated by a rather sharp boundary. In
this feature, the �Zitn�y ostrov/Csall�ok€oz regional dialect shows a similarity with the Central
Transdanubia/Little Hungarian Plain region.

AUDIO DATA: ACOUSTIC PHONETIC ANALYSIS

A definite advantage of the Bihalbocs software is that the transcribed forms can be aligned with
the audio files showing their pronunciation, and this connection between the two is kept in the
database as well, allowing for the possibility of generating audio illustrated dialect atlas pages
and of using the data for acoustic phonetic analysis (Vargha, 2011). As an illustration of the
latter, I briefly discuss some examples from an earlier paper (Presinszky, 2016b) in which I
studied the phenomenon of unrounded�a pronunciation before �a.

In the �Zitn�y ostrov/Csall�ok€oz and Mal�y �Zitn�y ostrov/Szigetk€oz dialect group, the Hungarian
low back rounded <a> vowel is often pronounced unrounded and lower (traditionally marked in
transcription as _a) than in the standard when it precedes the long unrounded low mid vowel <�a>
in a word, e.g. as m _ad�ar, k _ap�al rather than mad�ar “bird” and kap�al “to hoe”, respectively. This
feature is phonologically conditioned and assimilative. According to the data of the Hungarian
dialect atlas, MNyA, this feature was not general in �Zitn�y ostrov/Csall�ok€oz 60 years ago,
however, the unrounded realizations of the vowel were as diverse then as they are now. If we
examine the geographical distribution of this pronunciation today, we see that it occurs
sporadically, not forming a continuous area. For instance, the realizations of the regional h _at�ar
variant of hat�ar “border” total about 10% of all responses, geographically found primarily in the
northern and central research sites of the �Zitn�y ostrov/Csall�ok€oz region.

To analyze the realizations of the vowel in question, I have selected two forms, hat�ar
“border” and haza “homeland” from the questionnaire used in �Zitn�y ostrov/Csall�ok€oz and
analyzed their formant values in one word responses provided by 100 respondents. In the
Hungarian phonetics literature, the first and second formant values (the values that determine
vowel quality) of the vowel �a are 200–300 Hz higher than those of the vowel a (G�osy, 2004, p. 115).

Map 4. The distribution of the variants of sz�ıv€uk and sz�ıve in MNyA and CsKA
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I hypothesized that the formant values of a in hat�ar (in the position where it is prone to assimi-
lation in the dialect) will be higher than those of the a in the first syllable of haza, regardless of
whether the difference can be perceived by listeners or not. I also aimed to characterize in more
detail the phonetic qualities of the �Zitn�y ostrov/Csall�ok€oz dialectal _a sound with the help of the
empirical data. For the analysis, I selected the recordings of the words hat�ar and haza from every
respondent’s files and converted all of them into Praat to measure the formant values of the a
sounds. I entered the measured first and second formant values (a total of 864 of them) into an
Excel sheet. I categorized the respondents into two groups: those in whose speech the a in hat�ar was
audibly different vs. those in whose it was not. The analysis has shown that, except for two speakers,
all respondents who produced unrounded _a variants did so audibly. The data show that the
unrounded _a pronunciation produced unanimously increased F1 values: while in the case of the
standard rounded a they were between 500 and 700 Hz, in the case of _a they were between 700 and
800 Hz. F2 values did not demonstrate a clear difference, falling between 1,000 and 1,500 Hz.

A further analysis of the data was focused on comparing the F1 and F2 values of the
pronunciations of the two words, hat�ar and haza, in the speech of the respondents. It has
revealed that the forms where an audible difference was produced by a speaker, the values of
both F1 and F2 for the sound a were indeed higher in hat�ar than in haza, with F1 being between
700 and 800 Hz in the former and 450–650 Hz in the latter.

The acoustic phonetic measurements of the �Zitn�y ostrov/Csall�ok€oz data have empirically
demonstrated the unrounded quality of the a sound in syllables preceding �a as well as a more
fronted pronunciation than that of the standard a.

REGIONAL DIALECTAL TEXTS: AUDIOBOOKS

During the data collection in �Zitn�y ostrov/Csall�ok€oz, regional dialectal speech of 10–15 minutes
was also recorded with every respondent with the aim of observing continuous speech in a
situation where speakers were not forced to radically change their speech since they were asked
to talk about their favorite topics. Most respondents talked about their childhood, their family,
their work, their hobbies, or folk customs. Such recordings can be organized, with the help of
Bihalbocs, into audiobooks that reflect not only the characteristics of the regional dialect but also
provide an insight into the diversity and ethnographic character of people’s lives in the given
region. The audiobook produced is effectively a multimedia collection of texts in transcribed
phonetic as well as audio form. The first of such audiobooks were produced, starting in 2005, by
the Geolinguistics Team at E€otv€os Lor�and University, Budapest, processing Hajd�u and K�azm�er’s
1974 Hungarian collection of dialect texts, the result of which has been a series of 9 audiobooks
published on CDs as well as in HTML format on the Internet.

I started processing the �Zitn�y ostrov/Csall�ok€oz materials in 2017 with the aim of producing
similar audiobooks. The audio files were processed in Bihalbocs in BXT format on a
Macintosh computer, aligning the transcribed text files with the WAV audio files. Through the
time markers in the text, the text files can be connected with the audio files with millisecond
precision. Aligning starts from the audio file, the time markers mark the pauses in the speech
as well as the beginning and end of an utterance. With the help of the time markers, the dialect
data and any part of the text can be listened to at any time, without having to look up the
original file and search it for the part one wants to check. The original audio form is available
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even after the text is arranged in the database, and the original transcription can be modified
and corrected (Vargha, 2007).

This is the technique with which the Slovakia Hungarian dialect audiobook was made. It now
has three volumes: the first using the �Zitn�y ostrov/Csall�ok€oz materials, and the other two using
Slovakia Hungarian regional dialects from the other two dialect regions. These audiobooks are
freely available at the website of the Faculty of Central European Studies, Constantine the
Philosopher University, Nitra/Nyitra.1

The Slovakia Hungarian regional dialects are natural continuations of the Hungary Hungarian
dialect regions. The Hungarian language area in the Carpathian Basin is divided into ten dialect
regions by Kiss (2001, p. 264). Three of them extend into the territory of present-day Slovakia: (i)
the Central Transdanubia and Little Hungarian Plain dialect (or Transdanubian dialect, by its
earlier designation), (ii) the Pal�oc dialect, and (iii) the Northeastern dialect. The characteristics of
these three dialect regions are described in the three volumes of the Slovakia Hungarian regional
dialect audiobooks. Volume 1 contains texts primarily from the �Zitn�y ostrov/Csall�ok€oz region,
from the following research sites: Gab�c�ıkovo/B}os, Ohrady/Csall�ok€ozk€urt, I�zop/Izsap, K�l�ucovec/
Kulcsod, Bod�ıky/Nagybodak, Topo�ln�ıky/Ny�arasd, Vrbov�a nad V�ahom/V�agf€uzes, Trhov�a
Hradsk�a/V�as�ar�ut, and �Zih�arec/Zsig�ard. Volume 2 contains texts from the very divided Pal�oc
dialect from the following sites: Jel�sovce/Nyitraegerszeg, Ve�lk�e Chyndice/Nagyhind (North-
western Pal�oc dialect group), Tekovsk�e Lu�zany/Nagysall�o, �Sarkan/S�ark�anyfalva (Western Pal�oc
dialect group), Ipe�lsk�y Sokolec/Ipolyszak�allos, Horn�e Turovce/Fels}ot�ur, Nenince/Lukan�enye (the
Ipe�l/Ipoly region Pal�oc dialect group), �S�ıd/S�ıd, Nov�a Ba�sta/�Ujb�ast (Central Pal�oc dialect group),
�C�ı�z/Cs�ız, V�celince/M�ehi (Eastern Pal�oc dialect group), and Ve�lk�a Ida/Nagyida (Horn�ad/Hern�ad
region Pal�oc dialect group). Volume 3 documents the Ung subregion and the Upper Bodrogk€oz
subregion of the Northeastern dialect region, through the following sites (from east to west):
Ve�lk�e Slemence/Nagyszelmenc, Ptruk�sa/Szir�enfalva, �Ci�carovce/Csicser, Bo�l/Boly, Zat�ın/Z�et�eny,
and Obor�ın/Abara. The regional dialect texts were collected by the faculty and former and
present-day students of the Nitra/Nyitra university, while the phonetic transcription of the texts
and their alignment with the audio files was carried out by myself.

DIGITAL DIALECTOLOGY IN EDUCATION

With the present-day dialect texts being used as illustrations of the main dialects of Slovakia
Hungarian, the three volumes of the Slovakia Hungarian regional dialect audiobooks provide an
excellent opportunity for making teaching about dialects more diverse, interesting, and inter-
active. The possible educational uses of the audiobooks were described in an earlier paper
(Presinszky, 2018).

The points of connection between regional dialects and mother tongue education have been
dealt with in a number of publications in recent years. A comprehensive treatment of the topic,
including international insights, is provided in Kiss (2001), whereas Kontra (2003) discusses
Hungarian and international examples illustrating the interconnectedness of language and
school, of regional dialects and mother tongue education. It is necessary to discuss the regional

1https://www.fss.ukf.sk/hu/tudomanyos-tevekenyseg/szlovakiai-magyar-nyelvjarasi-hangoskoenyv.
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characteristics of present-day spoken Hungarian in the school, since most students – actually,
in minority contexts the overwhelming majority of the students – speak a regional dialect as
their vernacular; without a discussion of this fact, it is very difficult to fulfill the main goal of
mother tongue education, i.e. the teaching of the standard. It is imperative that a valid picture of
dialects is given in the classroom, since myths surrounding them are very widespread. Some of
these myths are, for instance, that the number of dialect speakers is low; Hungarians outside
Hungary speak only regional dialects; regional dialects are debased versions of the standard;
people who use regional dialects have low intelligence; regional dialects are sustained and used by
peasants; and regional dialects preserve a “pure” state of the language. In addition to destroying
such myths, on a theoretical plane the implementation of additive mother tongue education
would be the most important goal to achieve. Under such an approach, the vernaculars of the
students and their relationship with them would be left intact, the students’ repertoires would
widen, and students would be able to use both the dialect and the standard, depending on what a
given situation calls for, since choosing one or the other is completely appropriate, if fitting the
situation at hand. Through using additive teaching strategies teachers do not weaken but
strengthen their students’ self-esteem. The standard can be taught successfully through a
contrastive method based on the students’ own dialect, according to Menyh�art et al. (2009, pp.
13–18), who devote a whole chapter to teaching about dialects at the university level. The au-
thors believe that there are many theoretical issues that need to be clarified about the topic,
especially regarding the minority language context. Devising practical methodological ap-
proaches would be especially pressing. The volume provides some specific contrastive tasks that
can be used in teaching grammar at the primary and secondary school levels.

The above discussed audiobooks can also provide assistance to teaching, since they would
allow students to browse through the texts and the aligned audio files with their mobile phones
or tablets in class as well as to copy and edit parts of them. The audiobooks are used in tasks (see
Presinszky, 2018) which point out dialect phenomena using the students’ knowledge of
grammar (phonology, morphology, and syntax) in the spirit of additive methods of teaching.
They also point out differences between spoken and written language, as well as use reading
tasks that illustrate the diverse content of texts, which can also be used as texts popularizing
ethnography, cultural studies, and local history. These tasks have also been used successfully in
my own university seminars on regional dialects at the Nitra/Nyitra university.

CONCLUSION

Recent research into Slovakia Hungarian dialects has utilized methods of digital dialectology and
has produced unique outputs, assisting scholarly research and allowing for a wide distribution of
research results. Research into dialects can be aided by digital methods at every stage, from the
planning of the research and carrying out the data collection, transcription, and analysis, to the
presentation of the research results. A great advantage of digital recordings is that they can be
listened to an infinite number of times without getting worn or damaged, thereby also allowing
for more precise transcription. Interactive output provides a possibility to learn about dialects
interactively, which might attract more attention from people outside the linguistic profession. It
is also greatly important that Slovakia Hungarian regional dialect research is carried out more or
less in parallel with similar research in Hungary and other countries neighboring it, e.g. in
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Romania (G�al and Hochbauer, 2011), which, in turn, allows for a comparative Carpathian Basin
synchronic analysis of dialect phenomena. The Bihalbocs dialect software can integrate digitized
language data and serve as the basis for a unified Hungarian dialect corpus.
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